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A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Odometer readings from sales. Bids and final
prices. Real sale descriptions. All info from Basic Report. Odometer readings from DMV. Not
enough reasons to want it? Try to click here. We give you not only record like a car was at some
auction on some date, we give you exact price how much it was sold for, we show you pictures
that were used on that auction. So will be able to see how car looked some time ago. We
guarantee that our events list contains all information you need to make a decision about
buying the car. Would like to see some examples before purchase? Click here. We run a blog
with stories about car fraud. Here are some recent stories: Title Washing Maserati Moneypit
Salvage Grand Turismo with odometer rolled back several times within a few years. Fully fixed
with suspicious odometer. Odometer changed from k mi to k mi. Odometer rolled back after the
accident. You won't get detailed list of events but you will get all photos and other data from all
sales that we have for this vehicle. When you get the report you will get full resolution photos.
Sales Insurance auctions Classifieds. Last reported mileage: mi. Sale Record classifieds. Sale
Record dealer auction. We provide sales history and maintenance records of vehicles. You can
see recent sales data including sale prices and photos, car condition, historical damages,
number of owners, odometer readings, and other important information. We also use artificial
intelligence to automatically flag cars for potential odometer rollbacks and suspicious sales
activities. According to our research, there are thousands of cars with rolled back odometer and
"washed" titles on the market today. We helped hundreds of people to save thousands of
dollars. Read testimonials in reviews section. Here are some recent stories:. Salvage Grand
Turismo with odometer rolled back several times within a few years. Two salvage auctions
within a year. Salvaged several times within a year. Basic Report. Premium Report. All these
features are based on a model in general. This specific vehicle may differ. Similar vehicles sales
records. Other vehicles sales records. ORG is not responsible for the accuracy of any
information. ORG provides all service and materials without representations or warranties of
any kind, either expressed or implied. See Terms of Use for more details. The Lexus LX is an
impressively refined and capable full-size luxury SUV, but its poor fuel economy, cramped
third-row seat and aging design hurt its standing. Based on the iconic Toyota Land Cruiser ,
you could say that its roots go all the way back to the s. And heck, this hulking Lexus can claim
a place in hip-hop lore, too -- who could forget Notorious B. OK, well, maybe you did. But the
current LX still has much in common with its forefather, including go-anywhere capability, funky
sideways-folding third-row seats and, alas, a prodigious thirst for gasoline. Now, most shoppers
in this class are willing to take that hit at the pump, which is why we've cut the LX plenty of
slack in the past. But its European rivals are increasingly employing forced induction -- both
turbochargers and superchargers -- to pump up acceleration while also returning superior fuel
economy. Put simply, the LX's EPA combined rating of 14 mpg is dead last among its
gas-powered peers, and so is its 7. That's understandable given that the LX debuted way back
in the model year, but today its powertrain including the six-speed automatic transmission is
decidedly behind the times. Suppose, however, that you intend to keep your luxury SUV for a

decade or more, and you're leery of the maintenance bills on those newfangled European
engines. That puts the LX in a more favorable light. While the LX's V8 is relatively sophisticated
for a truck engine, it's a simpleton in this segment, with tough, no-nonsense fundamentals that
should prove reliable over time. If you also intend to venture off-road, the LX will certainly earn
its keep, as precious few luxury SUVs can keep up with it on gnarly terrain. It's just a shame that
this big SUV doesn't have more room in its third row -- the sideways-folding third-row seats may
be a heritage feature, but they're big enough only for kids, and they still take up some cargo
space when folded. If you're looking for the class leader, you'll find it in the Mercedes-Benz
GL-Class , which has a roomier third row, more cargo space, better fuel economy, quicker
acceleration, cutting-edge infotainment and a considerably lower base price to boot. The BMW
X5 technically competes one size-class down, but its modest third row is actually a match for
the LX 's, and its powertrains, on-road handling and cabin technology constitute a giant leap
forward. The in-between Audi Q7 also has a tight third row, but its diesel V6 is particularly
appealing. Still not sold? You could go with the two-row Land Rover Range Rover , which offers
comparable off-road chops, arguably unmatched luxury and your choice of a fuel-efficient
supercharged V6 or a horsepower supercharged V8 that somehow manages 16 mpg combined.
Even the Cadillac Escalade returns better fuel economy, while the boldly styled Infiniti QX80
manages the same trick. In final measure, the LX 's illustrious past continues to give it a certain
aura, but this SUV's present is mostly about playing catch-up. Here's hoping that its future
holds a return to historic form. The LX is offered in a single trim level with a slew of high-end
standard features. Starting with the exterior, the LX boasts inch alloy wheels, a
height-adjustable adaptive suspension, automatic load leveling, automatic adaptive xenon
headlights, automatic wipers, auto-dimming outside mirrors, a sunroof, running boards, a roof
rack, a power liftgate, a tow hitch, rear privacy glass and keyless entry and ignition. The
optional Luxury package adds heated and ventilated front seats, a cooled storage bin between
the front seats, heated second-row seats, a heated steering wheel, extended wood trim,
upgraded leather upholstery and a slim, cardlike key fob " SmartAccess " that fits in your wallet.
Also available are front and rear parking sensors, front- and sideview parking cameras, adaptive
cruise control including a pre-collision warning system , a dual-screen rear seat entertainment
system and a speaker Mark Levinson surround-sound audio system. Additionally, the Luxury
package's heated and ventilated front seats and heated second-row seats can be specified as a
separate option. The Lexus LX is motivated by a 5. A six-speed automatic transmission is
standard, as is a full-time four-wheel-drive system with hill start assist, crawl control and a
driver-selectable multi-terrain system. The LX can tow up to 7, pounds, and a tow hitch is
standard equipment. In Edmunds performance tests, the LX went from zero to 60 mph in 7. That
may seem impressive for a 6,pound vehicle, but these days the LX gets outgunned by just about
any rival that's not diesel-powered. For context, this year's Mercedes-Benz GL gets to 60 mph
nearly a second quicker with its turbocharged V6, and its EPA combined fuel economy is 19
mpg. The Lexus LX comes standard with antilock brakes, traction control, stability control with
trailer sway control, active front headrests, front seat side airbags, front knee airbags,
second-row side airbags and full-length side curtain airbags. Also standard is Lexus Safety
Connect emergency communications with automatic collision notification, stolen vehicle
location, an emergency assist button and enhanced roadside assistance. The optional frontal
collision warning system included with adaptive cruise control takes action if a crash is deemed
imminent, automatically tightening the front seatbelts and priming the braking system for
maximum responsiveness. It does not, however, provide automatic panic braking like newer
systems of this kind. In Edmunds brake testing, the LX came to a stop from 60 mph in feet, a
very good showing for such a heavy vehicle. The Lexus LX rides regally on all roads, shrugging
off impacts like the softly sprung luxury liner it is. Wind and road noise are kept in check, and
although the V8 becomes audible during acceleration, it's an eminently pleasant rumble.
Unfortunately, the acceleration itself is underwhelming if you're familiar with competing models.
We're also not enthused about the LX's ponderous handling relative to nimbler European rivals.
Much harder for any rival to match is the LX 's competence once the pavement ends. Between
its sophisticated suspension, cleverly engineered crawl-control system and rugged, Land
Cruiser-based construction, this deluxe SUV has the capability to take you virtually anywhere
you might ever want to go. Just be sure you're going to use that capability, because it's one of
the few respects in which the LX really stands out. The Lexus LX entices with a posh, leatherand wood-lined cabin. But the LX 's rivals are considerably newer, and you can see the Lexus'
age in its generic dashboard design and relatively crude touchscreen graphics. Also, the
company's ubiquitous, computerlike Remote Touch Interface is not available in the LX, which
predates the interface's arrival. If you check the box for the concert-quality Mark Levinson
sound system, you might not really care, but there's no doubt that a little seat time in other

luxury SUVs will throw the LX 's age-related shortcomings into relief. One aspect of the LX's
interior that's timelessly admirable is seat comfort, at least in the first two rows. The front seats
offer excellent visibility from their elevated perches, and while the second-row bottom cushions
could be higher, there's nonetheless plenty of headroom and legroom. The three-across third
row, as noted, is a disappointment, with minimal passenger space compounded by awkward
ingress and egress. In a vehicle of the LX 's imposing dimensions, we think it's fair to expect a
third-row seat that's not just for kids. That's a useful amount, no doubt, but the intrusive
third-row seats hold it back, and the LX's similarly sized rivals offer more. Doing so could save
you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership
sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and
where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used
car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you
have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports,
read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Lexus LX Is it better to
lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to
go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly
payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand,
can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone
who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Poor fuel economy sluggish
acceleration for this class impractical third-row seat lacks passenger space and doesn't fold flat
dated cabin high price. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds'
Expert Review. Vehicle overview. The LX 's front seats get additional power adjustments for ,
and standard Siri Eyes Free technology enables enhanced voice-command functions for
compatible Apple smartphones. Read more. Write a review See all 3 reviews. So regular
mechanics' bills for day-to-day stuff will be expensive. But this machine is screwed together
better than the best GMC Suburban's I've owned 2 and Cadillacs I've owned 6 out there and it is
a really fine car. And if you can afford the purchase price, you can afford the mediocre gas
mileage. If I have to be in a car during a severe crash, this is the car to be in. Strongly
recommend this machine. After almost 4 years of ownership and about 70, miles, i am still
convinced that this LEXUS, the LX and my 2 previous Lexus sedans -- a LS all wheel drive and a
LS -- are the best built cars I have ever purchased. I have purchased over 20 NEW cars in my
short happy life and at least 10 used cars, to include antiques, and these big Lexus V-8's are
quality cars that drive and perform superbly. Read less. Solid, strong, reliable, fun to drive 4 a
big suv! This suv is in the same size class and is exponentially more interesting to drive. Off
road is where this vehicle shines, of course. Where other suvs would struggle, the lx climbs like
the hill is not even there. Having taken mine on overlanding trips, passes, and other cross
country trips, this thing does it all. Very smooth on the highway, so much so that rear seat
passengers WILL fall asleep. Also, very very reliable. These vehicles are tanks as stated by the
chief engineer for Toyota motor company these vehicles are built to last 25 years in a Third
World country. I think that pretty much says it all! See all 3 reviews of the Used Lexus LX Write a
review. People who viewed this also viewed 4 average Rating out of 3 reviews. Sponsored cars
related to the LX Sign Up. Reactivate now to get the information you were looking for! If you feel
you have received this message in error, please view our customer care FAQs or access your
account information here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need
further assistance? Please call Member Services at View all Lexus Vehicles. Current Model. This
engine got only 14 mpg overall in the Land Cruiser we tested. The LX has a comfortable ride and
a quiet, lavish, and well-assembled cabin. Handling is lackluster but ultimately secure, and the
LX is very capable off-road. Like the Land Cruiser, the LX has an off-road crawl mode that
manages throttle and braking over rough terrain. The height-adjustable suspension further
enables the LX to traverse off-road. Unfortunately, the power-folding third-row seat folds up to
the sides, limiting cargo space. A five-passenger version is also available. Road Test. Predicted
Reliability. Predicted Owner Satisfaction. Dubbed the LX, it is one of the few SUVs that manages
to be both capable off-road and civilized on pavement. It has a slick powertrain, a comfortable
ride, and a quiet, nicely appointed cabin. Added features over the Land Cruiser include a
height-adjustable air suspension and a power-adjustable steering wheel. Five adults can fit
quite comfortably and cargo space is generous. The redesign brought a 5. Our tested Land
Cruiser only got 14 mpg overall, but was impressive off road. The crawl mode manages throttle
and braking over tough terrain. A five-passenger version is new for Dubbed the LX, this Lexus
is one of the few SUVs that manages to be both capable off-road and civilized on pavement.
Five adults can fit quite comfortably, and cargo space is generous. Stability control became
standard for Our annual report card ranks the brands based on Overall Score. These

exceptional models meet our very highest standards for performance, safety, reliability, and
more. These models deliver the reliability, comfort, and performance expected from a luxury
sedan. Latest Lexus Videos. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. Make a
Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews.
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. I was very nervous about
buying a car sight unseen, but I talked to Tommy Tapp on the phone, and had a good feeling
about the transaction. I bought the car, and his brother Timmy delivered the vehicle to me in
Louisville with the utmost care. This 20 year old car looks like it rolled off the showroom floor! I
had it checked out at a local repair shop â€” all was well, with no problems. Tapp Motors is a
reputable, honest dealer, and I cannot recommend them highly enough!!! JR was very helpful,
he answered all my questions with no bull answers. The truck was nice and very well detailed. It
just wasn't what I was looking for. Great bunch of people, I will be going back. Provided me with
all of the information that I needed and very professional about going through the process. I
would definitely refer them to a friend or family member. The car is not even at the dealership as
off oct 26, still waiting to hear that it is actually in the state. Got immediate response to my
request for more info and pics. I have not made a decision on any purchase yet. Contacted
sales person. Asked about the damage on Carfax. Instead he hung up on me. In fees imaginary
fees. Sam was very helpful in working with me. The dealership let an independent mechanic
evaluate the vehicle, it checked out great, and it is now my daughter's first car. Thanks for all of
your assistance! The first one did not state year make and model and I thought they were
referring to another vehicle I messaged about. I moved on no fault of the dealer. Very friendly
and helpful salesman! The dealership was very courteous and I got what I the vehicles I wanted
the time it took for paperwork was fast I strongly recommend this dealership when buying your
car! I had to call a few times to find out if the car was available. They said that it was available.
Then it was. However they were ready to sign documentation right away, Tempia was the
salesperson that finally got to the bottom of everything she was great!! When I arrived to test
drive a car. The car was extremely dirty. Agent was unaware of the extremely bad condition it
was in. Wonderful experience with the salesman. Thank you for your service service. Great
experience. Very low key, no pushy sales. I did not buy because I felt it was too expensive.
Great experience! Chris, our salesman, is a class A guy. He really knows his stuff and goes the
extra mile to make sure you are satisfied. And Majid in finance made everything seamless. I
would highly recommend Carweb! Extremely happy with our experience with this dealer. We
ended up purchasing a car that was not the one we went to look at. Dealer was extremely
helpful and gave us plenty of space to make a decision. We knew what we wanted searching for
our Jeep and found it at Silver State! It was a pleasure dealing with Justin throughout the entire
process. Justin is friendly, no pressure, and honest. Very easy transaction. We contacted them
to arrange to come look at a specific vehicle, when we arrived they said oh so sorry, its actually
in the shop. We drove an hour to get there and called to make sure we would be able to look at it
when we went. Will not be looking there anymore. Very nice experience with Nicholas Hall. He
was attentive but not pushy. Had a good test drive. Still considering the vehicle. Got a couple
more to take a look at before decision. Was a little concerned about transmission and some
vibration but overall a solid car. We didn't buy this car. Ended up with another car from Terry
Auto Group. Jeff Myers was wonderful to work with, and his manager JP worked hard to make
the deal happen. Probably the best used car buying experience I have ever had. Very helpful
and friendly staff. Gardell went above expectations to provide excellent customer service. When
I am in the market for another used vehicle, I will definitely check with this dealership; that
means a lot because its a 2 hour drive for me. All new for , the Lexus LX replaces the LX in the
automaker's lineup and offers a more powerful engine as well as improved off-road capabilities.
The big SUV's full-time four-wheel-drive system, for example, comes equipped with a Torsen
limited-slip center differential, which automatically distributes power between the front and rear
axles to improve traction on any surface. In addition, a Hill-Start Assist Control system prevents
the SUV from rolling backward on a slope when the driver switches between the brake and gas
pedals, while an advanced suspension system with Active Height Control automatically raises
and lowers the LX to improve aerodynamics at cruising speeds and ensure optimal height over
rough terrain. A beefy horsepower, 5. The engine comes equipped with dual Variable Valve
Timing with intelligence, which automatically boosts performance at higher speeds and
increases torque at lower speeds to improve towing power. The SUV can tow up to 8, pounds. A
six-speed automatic transmission, which was designed for fuel efficiency, includes a
sequential-shift feature, which enables the driver to select gears much like a manual
transmission. Outside, the LX features a new design, with a more aggressive grille, an
integrated rear spoiler, inch alloy wheels, a metallic-finish roof rack, and a power rear liftgate.
Other features include dual-swivel adaptive front headlights, which pivot as the driver turns the

steering wheel to provide better illumination at night. Inside, the LX seats eight passengers
comfortably in three rows of leather-trimmed seating. The front seats provide plenty of legroom
as well as comfort, since they're heated and power-adjustable - way on the driver's side, way on
the passenger's side. Power-sliding second- and third-row seats fold and stow away to provide
additional cargo space. Other interior features include walnut wood accents, a voice-activated
navigation system with a backup camera, four-zone automatic climate control, power-adjustable
mirrors, a power tilt-and-slide moonroof, and a nine-speaker audio system with a six-disc CD
changer. Options include a speaker Mark Levinson audio system as well as a rear-seat DVD
entertainment sy
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stem. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on
CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all,
over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their
area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on
CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price,
mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And
if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available
financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75
mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Lexus LX listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. Request Information. Image Not
Available. CarGurus User. Read more. Why Use CarGurus?

